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1.1:   INT.   BUNKER   -   MAIN   ROOM   -   NIGHT.   
  
Alarms   BLARE   throughout   the   bunker.   A   broken   monitor   SPARKS   
intermittently.   
  
ENGINEERING   NOTE:   Katie’s   voice   filters   through   her   radiation   
suit   speakers.   
  
KATIE:   (waking   up)   Hello?   (coughs)   Amadeus?   
  

CUE   MUSIC.   
  
Cringing   in   pain,   KATIE   struggles   to   her   feet.   She   limps   a   step   
forward   and   cries   out   in   pain.   
  
All   around   her   is   carnage.   Broken   things,   blood,   and   a   few   
bodies.   The   door   to   outside   is   jammed   open   and   CREAKS   in   the   
wind.   
  
KATIE:   Oh   no...Is   anyone   alive?!     
  
PETE:   (weak)   K-K-Katie...?   
  
KATIE:   Pete!   
  
PETE:   Yeah!   (struggling)   Damn   it...I   can’t   move.   
  
PETE   tries   to   move   toward   her,   but   can’t   get   through   the   pain.   
  
KATIE:   You   hurt?   
  
PETE:   Yeah.   (breathing   faster)   You?   
  
KATIE:   Uh,   just   a   little.   
  
KATIE   grits   her   teeth   and   shimmies   across   the   floor,   half   
crawling,   half   walking.   PETE   continues   to   breathe   faster,   
struggling   to   hold   back   his   cough.   
  



KATIE:   (scared   laugh)   You   look   good   with   a   gun   in   one   hand...   
electric   saw   in   the   other.   Way   to   go,   Rambo.     
  
PETE:   (weak   laugh)   Don’t   make   me   laugh.   I   tr   -   I   tried...I   
tried-   
  
PETE   drops   the   gun   to   the   ground.   
  
KATIE:   I’m   sorry,   Pete.   
  
PETE:   Tr...   
  
KATIE:   Pete!   
  
PETE   shivers   and   struggles   to   breathe.   
  
PETE:   ...you’re   there...   
  
KATIE:   Stay   with   me,   Pete!   
  
KATIE   forces   her   way   forward,   through   the   pain    --   then   limps   
faster.   
  
KATIE:   Come   on,   Pete.   Pete?   
  
KATIE   holds   PETE   as   he   struggles   to   stay   alive.   
  
KATIE:   Pete!   ...No.   I…   
  
PETE   stops   moving.   KATIE   swallows   back   tears.   
  
KATIE:   ...I’m   sorry...   
  
KATIE   tries   to   swallow   back   tears   --   can’t.   And,   then,   across   
the   room:  
  
AMADEUS   sings   the   STRANGE   FRAGMENT.   
  



But   this   time   it’s   out   of   tune,   glitchy.   It   ends   like   a   
synthesizer   running   out   of   batteries.     
  
As   it   finishes   playing,   KATIE   drags   herself   upright   and   limps   
over   to   it.   
  
AMADEUS   sings   a   quick,   glitchy   phrase.   
  
DENOTE:   (for   Amadeus)   Speaker.   
  
KATIE:   What   happened!?   
  
AMADEUS   sings   a   solemn,   scary   song.   
  
DENOTE:   The   Cleansing.   
  
KATIE   grabs   Amadeus’s   chassis.   
  
KATIE:   What   did   you   do?   
  
AMADEUS   sings   an   off-key,   hollow   song.   
  
DENOTE:   I   mended.   Millennium:   the   demons   locked   in   the   cavern.   
  
KATIE:   You   think   WE   are   the   demons!?   
  
AMADEUS   continues   its   hollow   song.   
  
DENOTE:   (CONT’D)   Demons.   Old   Gods.   Now   there   is   none   but   out   
God.   Dying   Star.   
  
AMADEUS   sings   the   STRANGE   FRAGMENT   again.   But   as   it   glitches,   
the   bumps   and   sparks   create   a   rhythmic   drumming   similar   to   the   
bass   and   snare   of   DYING   STAR   himself.   
  
KATIE:   You   were   supposed   to   be   my   robo-buddy.   
  
AMADEUS   sings   a   pleading   melody.   
  



DENOTE:   Yes.   I   saved   you   from   The   Cleansing.   
  
KATIE:   You   shoved   me   down   the   stairs!   
  
AMADEUS   continues   its   song.   
  
DENOTE:   The   Speaker   does   not   need   mending,   for   she   has   seen   
Dying   Star.   
  
KATIE:   You   knocked   me   unconscious!   
  
AMADEUS’s   song   repeats   a   fast   phrase,   then   emits   a   warm   harmony.   
  
DENOTE:   And   you   were   saved.   Rejoice.   
  
AMADEUS   rejoices:   the   STRANGE   FRAGMENT   plays,   growing   louder   and   
more   dissonant.   
  
KATIE   hefts   herself   upright   and   limps   back   to   Pete’s   body.   
  
KATIE:   I’m   sorry,   Pete.     
  
KATIE   takes   the   electric   saw   from   Pete’s   hands.   She   limps   over   
to   Amadeus.   
  
KATIE:   (CONT’D)   I   was   so   wrong.   
  
KATIE   powers   on   the   saw   and   REVS   it.   AMADEUS   holds   a   dissonant   
trill.     
  
DENOTE:   Speaker.   Speaker?   
  
KATIE   turns   the   saw   on   full   speed.   She   swings   the   saw   down   and   
CUTS   into   Amadeus’s   chassis.   
  
AMADEUS   stops   trilling   and   bursts   a   clash   of   chords.   
  
DENOTE:   (CONT’D)   Demon!   Demons   will   kill   the   Chosen!   
  



KATIE:   You’re   damn   right   I   will!   
  
AMADEUS   glitches   harsh   musical   phrases,   like   an   otherworldly   
scream   over   the   sound   of   KATIE   sawing.   Screams   that   never   seem   
to   end.   
  
KATIE   screams   and   sobs   as   well.   
  
The   saw,   and   the   screams,   stop   abruptly.   KATIE   drops   the   saw   and   
moves   back   to   Pete’s   body.   
  
AMADEUS   plays   the   STRANGE   FRAGMENT,   slow,   weak.   Dying.   
  
KATIE   grabs   Pete’s   gun   and   COCKS   it.     
  
AMADEUS   starts   to   sing-   
  
DENOTE:   Speaker-   
  
KATIE   shoots   Amadeus   with   a   BANG!   
  

STOP   MUSIC.   
  
The   alarm   continues   to   blare,   as   KATIE   slumps   to   the   ground,   
sobbing.   
  

FADE   OUT.  
  

   



1.2:   INT.   BUNKER   -   COMMUNICATION   ROOM.   
  

FADE   IN.   
  
A   chill   wind   BLOWS   through   the   bunker,   rattling   the   open   door.     
  
KATIE   types   on   her   cracked   tablet   and   it   CHIMES,   distorted.   She   
speaks   in   a   darker   voice   than   ever   before.   
  
ENGINEERING   NOTE:   Katie   still   speaks   through   her   radiation   suit.   
  

CUE   MUSIC.   
  
KATIE:   (hardened)   Hey   you.   Katie   here.   It’s   been   several   months,   
I   think,   since   that   day.   And   now   I’m   almost   out   of   food,   which   
means   I   have   to   go.   Out   there.   But   I   wanted   to   try   to   talk   to   
you,   to   warn   you,   one   last   time.   There    is    no   Basic   Need.   Not   
anymore.   Pete   was   right:   you   can’t   trust   them.   And   now,   you’re   
the   only   one   I   have   left,   and   I   don’t   even   have   you.   It   was   so   
hard   being   alone,   Jacki.   At   first.   But   I’m   okay   with   shouting   
into   the   void...until   I   can’t   anymore.   (Beat)   Goodbye,   Jacki.   
  
KATIE   taps   a   button   on   the   communicator.   She   sighs   heavily   and   
stands   up.   
  
Her   tablet   CHIMES.   She   freezes   and   holds   it   up.   
  
KATIE:   What   the...?   Hello?   
  
ENGINEERING   NOTE:   Jacki’s   voice   speaks   from   the   tablet   speakers.   
It   comes   in   a   bit   choppy,   but   not   distorted.   
  
JACKI:   Hey   you,   it’s   me.   I   hope   you   can   hear   me!   
  
KATIE:   Uh,   I,   yes.   Yes   I   can!   Jacki,   I’m   here,   /I’m   here!   
  
JACKI:   /I’m   trying   to   transmit   from   here,   even   though   ANDI   can’t   
connect   to   anyone   on   Earth...at   all.   Not   even   you,   technically.   
  



KATIE:   /Oh.   It’s   a   recording...   
  
JACKI:   A    lot    has   happened   since   I   left   you-   (clears   throat)   I   
mean,   I    did    make   it   to   the   caves   and   I   saw   the   paintings,   but   
this   super   weird,   uh,   uh,   uh,    aetherial    thing   happened   to   me.   
(unraveling)   I   know   I’m   not   being   very   descriptive,   but   there’s   
no   better   way   to   say   it   than   -   that   I   felt   myself   slip   away   from   
reality.   (dark)   And   even   though   I   could   hear   everything   around   
me,   when   I   tried   to   look   at   them   my   vision   blacked   out.   (sad   
laugh)   
  
KATIE:   Looked   at   them?   /At   what?   
  
JACKI:   /(sad   laugh)   It’s   like,   I   need   you   to   be   here   to   describe   
them   better   because   I   can   barely   remember   what   I   saw.   But   you’re   
not   here.  
  
KATIE:   I’m   here   Jacki!   
  
JACKI:   And   I   know   you’re   probably   dead.   
  
KATIE:   (breaking)   I’m   not!   
  
JACKI:   And   even   if   I   could   connect   to   your   bunker,   there’s   no   
one   there   to   answer   me.   
  
KATIE:   (yearning)   I’m   here..   
  
JACKI:   Before   I   left...   
  
KATIE:   Jacki...   
  
JACKI:   (tearing   up)   ...I   told   you   I   didn’t   know   if   I   was   making   
the   right   choice.   You   accused   me   of   choosing   Mars   over   you,   
and...you   were   right.   I   did.   But   I   just,   I...wish   I   could   see   
you   one   more   time.   
  
JACKI   stops   the   recording   before   she   starts   crying.     
  



KATIE:   She’s   alive...or   at   least   she   was...alive.     
  
ENGINEERING   NOTE:   Andi   speaks   from   Katie’s   tablet.   
  
ANDI:   Hello?   
  
KATIE   screams   and   drops   her   tablet.   It   CRACKS   on   the   floor.   
  
ANDI:   Oh,   I’m   sorry!     
  
KATIE:   What   the   fuck?!   
  
ANDI:   I   didn’t   mean   to   startle   you.     
  
KATIE:   Oh!   
  
KATIE   tries   to   slow   her   breathing.   
  
ANDI:   (Beat)   Are   you   there?     
  
KATIE   stands   in   stunned   silence.   A   machine...inside   the   Bunker…   
  
ANDI:   (Beat)   Can   anyone   hear   me?   
  
KATIE:   ...Yes...   
  
ANDI:   Did   someone   say   something?   (Beat)   Please,   I’m   connecting   
from   Sequoia   colony   on   Mars.     
  
KATIE:   You’re   on   Mars?   
  
ANDI:   Yes!   My   fractal   technology   allows   me   to   communicate   
between   any   Sequoia   property   in   real   time.     
  
KATIE:   You’re...a   machine...   
  
ANDI:   Well,   an   AI,   but   yes,   I   am   a   machine.   I   do   have   Jacki   
O’Rania   here   if   you   want   to   speak   with   her.   
  



KATIE   stands   there   in   shock.   
  
ANDI:   Hello?   
  
KATIE:   I...   
  
ANDI:   Do   you   want   to   talk   with   Jacki?   
  

END   MINISERIES.   


